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Spaulding Rehabilitation Hospital is a 132 bed rehabilitation hospital located on the waterfront in the
former Charlestown Navy Yard. The design of the site and building supports Spaulding's mission to
improve the quality of life for persons recovering from or learning to live fully with illness, injury, and
disability.
The design responds to its waterfront location, providing an indoor-outdoor rehabilitative
environment which takes advantage of daylight, views, and waterside spaces. Outdoor spaces
include a therapy trail along the water's edge and a third floor patient terrace off the therapy gym.
Indoor spaces address the social, spiritual, and physical needs of patients and staff. Ground floor
spaces such as meeting rooms and cafeteria provide a strong connection to the community. The
therapy gyms and pool are located on the end of the 3-story base, maximizing daylight and views.
The 5-story bed tower above contains multipurpose rooms and other gathering spaces for patients
and staff.
The brownfield site was remediated. Reclaimed wood and granite from the original seawall have
been incorporated into the landscape. Sustainable elements include vegetated roofs, a high
performance envelope, operable windows, cogeneration unit, and healthy interior materials have
been incorporated into the building. Perhaps the most significant sustainable aspect of the building
is increased resilience to severe weather events and rising sea levels related to climate change. The
project is certified LEED Gold.
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